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About This Game

Adventure in the Tower of Flight is a retro-styled platformer in which you fly instead of jump! You are Wing, a young
adventurer. Wing must climb a seeming endless the tower and collect all five known relics held within to become the ruler of

the known world. Each relic, however, is protected by a series of battles, puzzles, and precision-platforming rooms. Do you have
the skill it takes guide wing while he ascends the tower?
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A Retro-Stylized experience!

Over 160 hand-crafted levels with fine-tuned difficulty progression

Over a dozen beautifully drawn retro-inspired environments

Over 20 chip-tune music tracks

4 difficulty modes that allow new and veteran gamers to be challenged

Dozens of secret rooms filled with treasure

Hundreds of small secrets for true adventures to find

Achievements for gamers to unlock

Community Trading cards, emoticons, and backgrounds

And more!

Story
In ages past, five kingdoms ruled the known world. Each kingdom possessed a sacred relic given to the kings of old by the god

themselves. The relics guided and protected their armies in battles. As time passed, younger kings desired to gain absolute
power of the land and waged countless wars with each other. The gods were displeased with the reckless actions and greed each

kingdom took part in, so they took back the relics, hid them in a large tower, and proclaimed: "Whomever is able to pass the
challenges of this tower will become the ruler of all known land." Years passed. generations passed. No one, man woman, or

child has been able to complete the challenges within the tower. This is the story of one such adventurer, Wing, and his
Adventure in the Tower of Flight.
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Title: Adventure in the Tower of Flight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pixel Barrage Entertainment, Inc.
Publisher:
Pixel Barrage Entertainment, Inc.
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 2.0ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: gForce 8800

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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This is a wonderful title. I'm reminded of 8-bit dungeon and tower adventures from the 80's and 90's. The soundtrack is very
well done, and the color palette and gameplay keep things engaging for the player. Very enjoyable.. Fun old school game.
Reminds me a bit of kid icarus.

Issues I have are some of the projectiles seem to hit even when they shouldn't.. Fun old school game. Reminds me a bit of kid
icarus.

Issues I have are some of the projectiles seem to hit even when they shouldn't.. OMG a very fun game :). Classic pick up and
play style that takes one back to good old NES era of gaming. Ever had that one coin that's just barely out of reach, that you
gotta get even if it kills you?... hehe this is one of those games. Fun, addictive and well woth the price. Controller is
recommended. Neat little old-school platformer but the maps are a bit confusing and the motivation to loot lessens.. Not bad,
not good, but still is worth a shot. I might have find some fun, or it's the nostalgia talking again... I'm not sure.
In fact, a little more of polishment would be very welcome ( some items have no description, could use a better map, this kind
of stuff...)
. WARNING: If you just get a black screen on startup, you might be tempted to put "-screen-fullscreen 0" in the launch options
to force it into windowed mode. DON'T DO THIS! It will delete your save files for some incomprehensible reason! Instead, you
need to press enter, wait for the sound to finish, press down twice, then enter to go to options, wait for the sound, then press
down and enter to switch to windowed mode. After that, you can switch back to fullscreen mode and it will work normally. If
you remember to switch it back to windowed mode before you exit. I could poke around in the game settings file to try and
switch it to windowed mode, but I'm afraid of what it might do if it detects that...

Once you get past that bug, it's a fun, simple platformer with nice pixel graphics and above average music.
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8/10 Marvellous

Pro's

+ Quaint game musics.

+ Exquisite atmosphere depicted by pixel.

+ A Large world to explore.

+ Flexible difficulty, which can be very friendly to casual players and be quite
challengable to hard-core players.

+ Upgrade system and collectable items.

Con's

- The battlestyle may be a bit dull.. It's a pretty platformer but it feels like the pickups should be worth more than just some
health. There is some playgame progression though so it's not _just_ the same platformer you start with throughout the game.

Subjective: ★★★☆☆
Objective: ★★★★★ — Graphics: ★★★ — Content: ★★☆ — Handling: ★★★

http://played.today/adventure_in_the_tower_of_flight.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8beKbtqfNgc
. It's a generic retro platformer. Generic music, generic graphics, and VERY generic level design. It's really the level design that
kills it for me.. A moderately epic tribute to the early days of 8-bit. Snappy controls, creative level design, and moderate
replayability highlight a platformer that's worth your time (and the asking price).

I mean, the story is godawful, but that too is faithful to the era that the game is emulating. And you're not buying ultra-retro
games for the story.

This game really needs to be better-known.. This isn't a bad game at all but it's hard to recommend something like this when it's
basically just a knock off of other, better games that were created with pixel graphics because of hardware limitations, not out
of laziness. If you're looking for a game that looks like this and has solid controls you'll definitely like this but otherwise it's a
pretty average "retro inspired" platformer.
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